Electron-Nuclear Motion in the Cope Rearrangement of Semibullvalene: Ever Synchronous?
The effect of nuclear motion on the synchronicity of the pincer motion type electronic rearrangement associated with bond making and bond breaking and vice versa is investigated for the degenerate Cope rearrangement of semibullvalene using a time-independent quantum chemical approach. We find that distinct paths along the potential energy surface corresponding to synchronous nuclear rearrangement involve asynchronous electronic fluxes out of the old and into the new bond while synchronous electronic fluxes entail asynchronous nuclear rearrangement. In order to demonstrate the robustness of the results, various high-level quantum chemical methods including full structure optimizations up to second order multireference perturbation theory using triple-ζ basis sets (RS2/cc-pVTZ), which are subsequently refined at the RS3/cc-pVTZ and MRCI+Dav/cc-pVTZ levels of theory, are used for solving the electronic Schrödinger equation. These benchmark results extend previous quantum chemical data for the degenerate Cope rearrangement of semibullvalene and are tested against lower level methods (e.g., density functional theory calculations using the B3LYP and B3PW91 functionals).